Owning Your Leadership: Building Extraordinary Relationships Beginning with Self - Session 2: Promoting Maturity and Responsibility Beginning with Self.

Credits (50 min.hr.): 1.0

Course ID: JEL01s02

Course & Test Format: Online
Delivery Method: QAS Self-Study

Expiration: Course contents are reviewed annually. Necessary changes are made or the course is removed.

Course Description

In this session, we will work toward understanding and building our own maturity and the maturity of others. We will talk quickly about how we are all brain wired to respond emotionally and automatically whenever we perceive a threat. The dangers of imagining, overreacting to or avoiding a threat because of discomfort can affect our relationships and decisions at the expense of the firm’s culture. We will be talking about why doing what seems easy often prevents us from doing the right thing. As you listen, think of examples in your own personal and professional life of instances of higher functioning and immaturity viruses that happen day-to-day.

Learning Objectives

At the end of this session you will be able to:

- Identify examples of Promoting Maturity and Responsibility
- Describe characteristic of Higher Functioning
- Cite examples of Emotional Maturity
- Identify examples of over-functioning

Note that the proper reporting is dependent on the requirements of your state board of accountancy. (These requirements may address fields of study classifications and credit hours recognition.)
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